Life in Athens consisted of many systems. Describe these Athenian systems. Evaluate how the Athenian systems treated men and women.
Describe the systems at VIS. Evaluate how these systems treat the students.

| Introduction | Vientiane International School is a private school in Laos. It has many systems to help students learn. VIS also has systems to help teachers teach students. Some systems make students feel good and other systems make students feel bad. In this essay, I will describe the systems at VIS. I will also evaluate how the systems treat the students. |
| Body paragraph | One system that helps students is the Advisory system. Each student is part of an advisory. It is a small group of students who have one teacher. In the advisory, the teacher reads announcements and takes attendance. On some Tuesdays, there are assemblies during Advisory time. |
Academic Support is another system at VIS. Teachers use this system to help students complete their homework. If a student did not complete the homework, the teacher will send the student to A.S. to do it after school.
Some systems make students feel good while some systems make students feel bad (identify). The Advisory system makes students feel good because the teacher is there to help the students (explain). The Advisory group is small, so the teacher can pay attention and give the students more time (explain). The Advisory system is a good program because students like to play games and participate in spirit activities such as Cosplay (explain).
Evaluate paragraph

I do not like the system of Academic Support for students. It punishes them for not doing homework. You cannot go play with friends after school because you have to go to A.S. Being in A.S. feels like jail because you cannot listen to music. VIS also sends an email to your parents when you have to go to A.S. When you come home from school, they yell at you.

Conclusion paragraph

In conclusion, there are various systems at VIS. Two examples of the systems are Advisory and Academic Support. I like the Advisory system because it is fun to be part of a small group. I do not like the Academic Support system makes most students feel bad because you are punished for not completing homework. I think VIS should use another system instead of A.S. when students do not complete the homework. Maybe a new system is that students who do their homework gets points. They can use the points to buy food at the Canteen.
1. What did you learn about how to write an essay?
2. What is the role of an introduction, body paragraph, evaluate paragraph, and a conclusion paragraph?
3. Tell me anything else you want to say about writing this essay.